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QUESTION 1

At the end of an *ALLUSR library save the system issues the following message: "CPF3777631 libraries saved, 1
partially saved, 0 not saved." ThelibraryQPFRDATAmissedsavingtheMGTCOLobjects. Taking which action will avoid
the problem in the future? 

A. Stop performance collection as part of the backup routine, and restart it when the backup is complete. 

B. Change the Save While Active parameter on the save to "SYSDFN to allow a check point on the management
collection objects. 

C. As part of the save operation cycle the collection services job to get an empty "MGTCOL object so the save will not
fail on it. 

D. Uncheck the Create Database Files during collection" option on the Collection Services Properties in IBM i
Navigator. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After performing a full system restore, an administrator reviews the system and determines that some *CMD, *PGM,
*SRVPGM, *SQLPKG, and *MODULE objects are missing from certain libraries. Which system value could cause the
problem? 

A. Verify object on restore (GVFYOBJRST) 

B. Force conversion on restore (QFRCCVNRST) 

C. Allow user domain objects in libraries (QALWUSRDMN) 

D. Restore conversion (QRSTCVN) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has bean directed to configure DDM using TCP/IP between two systems: "SYSTEM1" 

and "SYSTEM2". Both systems are in the site DNS. Applications on both systems require DDM access to 

files on the other system. The administrator has made sure that the Remote Database Directory has the 

*LOCAL entry configured correctly on both systems. 

What is additionally required so the communications will function correctly between the systems? 

A. Add a Remote Database Directory entry for the other system 

B. Add a host table entry for QDDMSERVER using address "LOOPBACK on each system 
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C. Add a host table entry for the local system in its hosts table 

D. Change the "DDM Request Access" setting in the network attributes to QDDMSERVER 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When will Expert Cache be most effective with an unconstrained CPU? 

A. When memory is not over-committed and page-faulting rate is high 

B. When memory is over-committed and page-faulting rate is low 

C. When memory is over-committed and page-faulting rate is high 

D. When memory is not over-committed and page-faulting rate is low 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

How can an administrator save changed objects in IFS directories for a specified date and time range? 

A. Use the SAV command and specify the date and time range for the CHGPERIOD parameter 

B. Use the QSavDir API and specify the required date and time range as variables 

C. Use the SA VCHGOBJ command and specify the date and time range for the REFDA TE and REFTIME parameters 

D. Use the SAVCHG command and specify the date and time range for the CHGPERIOD parameter 

Correct Answer: A 
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